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The Ilew RETI NA I b 
literally "has got some
thing", New construc
tional ideas have been 
applied which make 
photography with this 
miniature camera su
premely simple even 
in unusual conditions . 
The collapsible lens 
panel, locking absolu
tely rigid for perfect 
lens alignment, the 
new line frame view
finder with its bright, 
reflected outline of the 
picture , area and its 
parallax indicator, the 
new Synchro-Compur 
shntter with light value 
settings and built-in 
self-timer, the high
quality 2 inch (50 mm) 
RETINA Xenar fI2.8 
lens: all these features , 
together with the stylish 
yet handy body, give 
the RETINA I bits 
own particular charac
ter: a versatile and 
up-to-date camera for 
exacting amateurs. 



2inch(50 mm) RETINA-Xenar m.s, 
Synmro-Compur shutter with 
built-in self-timer and 
light value settings, 
Rapid winding lever, 
Collapsible lens panel, locking 
absolutely rigid, 
Stylish, elegant body. 

Ib When reading this page please 

open out the .folded-in page 10 . 
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Real live section shots don 't just happen . You have 
to be quick if you want to capture the fleeting mo
ment or take several sequence shots in rapid succes
sion. The RETINA is just what you need. Sighting, 
releasing the shutter, re-winding the film: all this 
takes longer to read than to do. The RETINA never 
lets you down - it is always ready for action. 



THE SPEED-SYNCHRO
NIZED SHUTTER 

Quick as a flash - bright as a flash. 
True enough, for the RETINA with 
its speed synchronized shutter knows 
no lighting problems. Flash bulbs 
and electronic flash can be used 
at all speeds, including the shor
test shutter speed of 1/500 second. 
The R ETI N A with its speed
synchronized shutter can deal with 
any situation. 

BUILT-IN SELF-TIMER 

There was always one missing from 
the family picture in the album: 
the photographer. The self-timer 
built into the Synchro-Compur of 
the new RETINA gets the whole 
of the family in the picture. And 
when you are alone you can take 
self-portraits without any trouble. 

HANDY 
ELEGANT BODY 

A fine camera gives pleasure to the 
eye as well. The RETINA has no 
awkward corners or sharp edges. 
Stylishly rounded, it really nestles 
in your hands . .. The shapely and 
functional body even helps with 
your pictures because you can hold 
the camera securely and operate 
it smoothly. With the baseboard 
closed, you can carry it in comfort. 

RIGID, YET COLLAP
SIBLE LENS PANEL 

The absolutely rigid locking of the 
lens panel guarantees that the high 
quality of the RETINA lenses is 
not wasted. The panel is supported 
by the camera body, not by ' the 
baseboard. The latter only serves 
to slide the panel out until it locks. 
The lens panel is easily unlocked; 
on closing the baseboard it glides 
smoothly back into the camera 
body. Locking rigid and yet col
lapsible, that means: whenever the 

, camera is open for picture taking 
the lens is accurately positioned; 
whenever the camera is closed, the 
lens is safely protected against all 
outside hazards like knocks or 
pressure, as in a safe-deposit box. 
Focusing is effected by moving the 
lens bodily, not by adjusting its 
front element. 



And now: The RETINA 
has interchangeable 
lenses. 
A wish long harbour
ed by many miniature 
enthusiasts has been 

fulfilled in the 
RETINA II c and III c. 
Better still: 
The RETINA provides 
the ideal solution to the 
problem of fitting 
interchangeable lenses 
without having to sa
crifice the between
lens-shutter (Synchro
Compur). In order to 
ensure uniform illumi
nation of the negative 
at all shutter speeds 
and aperture settings, we 
refrained from putting 
the shutter behind the 
lens and instead kept it 
between the clements of 
the lens. Thns it remains 
at the optically cor
rect place with all fo
cal lengths: at the 
point of intersection of 
the light rays. The 
standard 6-element 2 
inch (50 mm) f/2.8 
RETINA-Xenon C and 
RETIN A-Heligon C 
lenses as well as the 
interchangeable lenses 
have been specially 
computed for the RETI
NA II c. They showout
standingly brilliant de
finition and, because 
of their colour correc
tion and specially a
dapted coating, are 
eminently suitable for 
colour photography. 
In the new RETINA 
II c, the viewfinder and 
range finder have becn 
combined into one unit, 
using the same eye
piece. The rangcfinder 
is coupled with the lens 
and focusing takes but 
a moment. 



Synchro-Compur shutter with 
light value settings, coupled 
shutter speed and aperture set
tings, and built-in self-timer. 

Collapsible lens panel, locking 
absolutely rigid. 

Stylish, elegant body. 

Six-element 2 inch (50 mm) 
f /2.8 RETINA-Xenon C or 
RETINA-Heligon C lens. 
Coating specially adapted 
for colour film. 

Built-in coupled rangefinder com
bined with bright line frame 
viewfinder. 

When reading this page please 

open out the folded-in page 10. 



You will find all the 
advantages of the 
RETINA II c in the 
RETINA III c as well. 
In addition, the RETI
Na III c uses the fast 
2 in'ch (50 mm) f/2 
lenses and has a built
in photo-electric expo
sure meter. 
In two different but 
equally simple and 
quick ways the light 
value is found , either 
by pointing the meter 
from the taking position 
towards the subject (re
flected light method), 
or the other way round , 
from the subject to
wards the taking posi-
tion (incident Jight 
method). With the 
new Synchro-Compur 
shutter you can set the 
correct exposure more 
quickly and simply be
cause there is only one 
setting, the Jight value , 
Shutter speed and a
perture settings are 
coupled together. 
Altering the shutter 
speed setting automat
ically adjusts the apert
ure to the equivalent 
setting as long as the 
light value remains the 
same. On the other 
hand, resetting the 
aperture automatically 
alters the shutter 
speed. Therefore, the 
amount of Jight readl
ing the fi lm (i. e. the 
exposure) remains con
stant. Of course, both 
shutter speed and 
aperture can still be 
set in the hitherto 
usual manner. 



Synchro-Compur shutter with 
light value settings and built-in 
self-timer 

Solid collapsible lens panel lock
ing absolutely rigid 

Bright line frame viewfinder 

• Coupled range finder 

Stylish, elegant body 

Six-element 2 inch (50 mm) 
1/2 RETINA-Xenon C or 
RETINA-Heligon C lens . 
Coating specially adapt-
ed for colour film 

Built-in photo-electric exposure 
meter for reflected light and in
cident light reading 

INTERCHANGEABLE LENSES 



The Line Frame Viewfinder 
has a bright, large field of view. A reflected line frame 
with parallax indicator marks shows you the exact 
picture area. Spectacle wearers are also able to see the 
whole field of view. If you have faulty vision but do 
not wear spectacles, you can screw a correction lens into 
the eyepiece mount. 

Built-In Photo-Electric Exposure Meter 
The built-in, shockproof, exposure meter of the RETINA 
1\I c indicates the correct light value for any lighting 
conditions, whether subdued light indoors or in brilliant 
sunlight outdoors. Its two light scales cover an un
usually wide measuring range. If the subject is bright, 
sufficient light penetrates through the small aperture in 
the closed cover of the meter; in dull light the cover is 
opened. The eX\'OSUre meter is suitable for incident light 
readings as wei as reflected light readings. For incident 
light readings, a diffusing screen is fitted over the 
front of the meter (see cut a). 

a 

Intenhangeable Lenses 
Three focal lengths are avail
able for the RETINA II c and 
1Il c: 

a) Standard lenses: 2 inch 
(50 mm) f /2 RETINA-Xe
non C or RETINA-He)igon 
C (f/2.8 for the RETINA 
" c). 

b) Wide-angleJenses: 13/sinch 
(35 mm) f/5.6 RETINA
Curtar-Xenon C or RETI
NA-Heligon C. 

c) Telephoto lenses: 31 /s inch 
(80 mm) fl4 RETINA-Lon
gar-Xenon C or RETINA
Heligon C. 

The Coupled 
Rangefinder 
The diamond shaped range
finder field within the field 
of view first shows the sub
ject with double outlines. All 
you have to do is to turn the 
focusing knob of the distance 
scale until the outlines fuse 
into one. The camera is nov.' 
correctly focused. 

a) Dull light: 
open. 

b) Bright light: read with the 
cover closed. 
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is the Synchro-Comllur shutter with light 
values, coupled shutter speed and aperture 
settings, and built-in self-timer. The new shut
ter greatly simplifies the manipulation of the 
camera. Only one value, the light value, has 
to be set and this gives the correct exposure 
automatically, for the light value includes both 
shutter speed and aperture. In the illustration 
(right) the light value 12 has been set. It cor
responds, for instance, to a shutter speed of 
1/60 second at f/8. If you now wish to use 
the faster shutter speed of 1/250 second, you 
simply set the shutter to 1/ 250. This auto
matically opens the aperture to f /4. Therefore, 
the exposure given by the light value setting 
remains always constant. If you change the 
aperture setting from, say, f /8 to fl22 (if yon 
want greater depth of field which can be read 
off the depth of field scale for any distance 
and aperture) the shutter speed automatically 
changes from 1/60 second to 1/8 second. Your 
exposure is always right. 
These simpler settings are the result of the 
coupled speeds and apertures and of the new 
uniformally spaced shutter speed and aperture 
scales. The light value system makes 
the RETINA still quicker in action. 

2,S 
4,0 

22,0 
8,0 11,0 16,0 5,6 



The telephoto lens is useful for all sub
jects which arc difficult to approadl 
close, such as animals, action shots of 
children and sports pictures. It is also 
very suitable for portraiture. The wide
angle lens does the job when you have 
to include a large angle of view, as 
with interior, architectural, and pano· 
ramie photographs. Besides, its great 
depth of field makes it very useful for 
action shots of larger groups in move
ment, with or without flash. With both 
the telephoto and the wide-angle lenses 
the taking distance it set semi-automat
ically by means of the range finder. The 
ingenious bayonet lock securely anchors 
the lenses yet allows their quick inter
change. 

TELEPHOTO AND WIDE-ANGLE LENSES 
with Between-Lens Shutter 

It;::; n 
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Diagram of the RETINA lens system: With all focal 
lengths, the shutter remains between the elements at the 
only correct place: the point of intersection of the light 
rays. This guarantees uniform illumination of the ne
gative at all shutter speeds and apertures. The dotted 
lines show the RETINA wide-angle lens. 

The Same Taking Position - T wo Different Photographs 

taken with 
a the telephoto lens 



The KO DALUX L Photo-Electric Exposure Meter 

Lighting conditions change during the day and during the 
year. You need some experience to guess every time. In par
ticular, you have to expose colour films with their limited 
exposure latitude correctly, if you want good colour render
ing. The KODALUX L, a photo-electric exposure meter of 
great reliability and wide measuring range, gives readings of 
the light value as well as the corresponding shutter speed and 
aperture under any lighting conditions. A diffusing screen 
is hinged to the front of the cell and can be folded up or 
down. When folded down, it permits incident light readings 
for very contrasty subjects. The correct setting can be read 
off immediately. For reflected light readings (from the 
camera position to the subject) the diffusing screen folds out 
of the way. The honeycomb of the meter allows only those 
rays which come from the direction of the subject, to reach 
the light-sensitive cell . 

High sensitivity in poor light 

Light value 

Shutter speeds and apertures 

16 '.1'"4 8 11 
i~ 2 15 8 

1 30 5,6 
2 60 -4 I- ' 
4 ,1lS 2,8 
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THE RETINA FRAME FINDER 
AND OP TICAL MULTI PLE FINDE R 

The Ret ina :hame 1inder 
models band c have been de
signed for shooting moving sub
jects and quick-changing sce
nes, such as we meet especially 
with sport pictures . With this 
frame finder you can sight 
practically any moving subject 
in its natural size and positive
ly place it in the picture area. 
When you press the shutter re
lease you'll know you have 
caught the right moment. 
The Ret i 11 a 1rall1e 1inder mo
del b is intented for the RETI
NA I b, while owners of the 
RETINA II c and III cO use the 
Model c finder because this is 
also suitable with the telephoto 
lens. For tele shots the smaller 
frames swing down, for shots 
with the standard lens they are 
swung up out of the way. Both 

finders have parallax 
compensation down 
to a taking distance 
of 12 inches and 
can thus be used 
for close-ups with 
the supplementary N 
lenses. -

The Optical :Multiple 
1 i"der is ideal when 
using telephoto and 
wide-angle lenses. Its 
bright field of view, 

instantly adjusted for either the 
telephoto or the wide-angle 
lens, shows the exact picture 
area. Naturally, the Opti cal 
:Multiple 1inder also has paral
lax compensation . 



THE 
KODABLITZ 

FLASH GUN 

RETINA plus KO
DABLlTZ - with this 

combination you are al
ways ready for action, in 

any light and at any time. 
The KODABLlTZ flash 

gun is not only useful at 
night or in dark interiors, it 

is also indispensable in bright 
sunshine for relieving dark sha

dows, specially when shootin{\\ 
against the light. The design of 

the grained surface of the reflector, 
based on the latest advances in light 

technique, ensures a pleasant, dif
fused, flood of light. The 22.5 volt dry 
battery will also power two to three 
KODABLITZ extension flash hol
ders without the need for additio
nal current. The feet of the main 
KODABLITZ and of the exten

sion units are threaded for 
mounting on a tripod. Exten
sion leads of 6and 10 feet give 
mobility and make it possi
ble to light up the largest 
halls. The hot burnt-out 
bulbs are thrown out by 
the ejector without hav
ing to be touched. 

Right: 
KODABLITZ 
and extension unit. 
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'FHE RETINA 
CLOSE-UP RANGEFIN DER 

The world is large. But a wealth of beauty, of forms and 
shapes, and of photographie opportunities can be found in 
the world of little things. With the RETINA Close-Up 
Rangefinder and its two supplementary N-lenses amateurs 
and professionals alike can tackle the range below the 3 foot 
limit, i. e. between one and three feet (27 cm to 97 cm). 
The RETINA Close-Up Rangefinder is a combined range
finder with one eyepiece and automatic parallax compensa
tion. Working with it is child's play: you only have to push 
the close-up rangefinder into the accessory shoe on top of 
the camera, and sight the object and adjust the finder until 
the two outlines fuse into one. The focusing disc on top of 
the RETINA Close-Up Rangefinder then indicates which 
supplementary lens is to used, and the distance setting 
required . The N 1 supplementary lens carries one ring en
graved on the mount, the N 2 two rings, and the two lenses 
screwed together cover a third range (N 1 + N 2 = 3 rings). 



THE RETINA 
CLOSE·UP ATTACHMENT 

The Ret ina Close-1Ap )/ttachment, together with the sup
plementary R lenses (R 1 : 2, R 1 : 3, and R 1 : 4,5) is a most 
useful accessory for taking shots of small live animals or 
other subjects at a distance of 6 to 11 inches (15 to 28.5 cm). 
The advantage of this method of taking close-ups lies in the 
fact that you have neither to measure the distance nor to 
focus. The approximate size of the subject area covered with 
the R lenses is as follows: with the R 1 : 2 about 2X 3 indIes 
(52 X74 mm), with R 1 : 3 about 3X4 indies (74X105 mm), 
and with the R 1 : 4.5 about 4X6 indIes (105X 148 mm). The 
two lenses R 1 :2 and R 1 :4.5 combined yield a fourth and larg
est scale of reproduction of 1 :1.5 with a subject area of about 
1)/zX2 inches (37X52 mm). In practice, the four scales of 
reproduction will be found sufficient for most close-up sub· 
jects. Combined with the RETINA lenses, the supplementary 
R lenses (whidl are also suitable for copying) provide excel
lent results since they are higl!ly corrected and carefully ad
justed ,to match the RETINA lenses. 



Many interesting photographs can be quickly and easily taken with the 
table stand. It may be used together with the Retina Close-Up Range
finder and the supplementary N lenses, or with the Retina Close-Up 
AUaCbment and the R lenses and permits time exposures of any length 
of all kinds of subjects . The versatile 11. e tin a 1 able Stand with its 
many appliCations is always a ready helper for the philatelist wanting 
to photograph the showpieces of his collection, the scientist needing re
cords of specially valuable small objects, inscriptions, fossils, etc. , or 
the amateur, hobbyist or artist just wanting to photograph something 
that interests him. Dismantled, the table stand can be carried comfort
ably in a rief case and it takes only a few moments to reasemble . 
The construction of the components of the table stand is so ingenious 
that it can be used in quite a number of combination. Vertical photo
graphs from above or below and oblique shots are just as easy with the 
Retina Close-Up Rangefinder as vertical shots with the Retina 
Close-Up AttaCbment and the R lenses. The table stand makes it pos
sible to use long time exposure at small apertures, thus achieving great 
depth of field to show up form, texture, and detail of very small 
objects, such as metal parts, textile samples, plants, objects d'art, 
jewellery, etc. 

THE RETINA TABLE STAND 



THE RETINA COPYING STAND 

By means of the RETINA, the 
Retina Copyil1g Stand, and the 
N 2 supplementary lens, members ot 
many professions, scientist_51 art his
torians, architects, technologists and 
students, or amateurs, with a 
hobby sllch as collecting rare 
books or old prints, can 
quickly make reproduc-
tions of flat originals 

I 

of 81/4X41/4 inches 
(21 X 10 cm) and 
113/4X81i4 incl,es (30 
X21 cm). 
Provision is also made 
for fitting a sup
plementary lighting 
set, consisting of two 
lamps and lamphold
ers, to the copying 
stand. The stand is 
light and quickly as
sembled. It is easy 
to carry with its ac
cessories and it can 
quickly be erected in 
museums, public li
braries, etc. 
The advantage of the 
copying stand is ob
vious: with its help, 
the RETINA quickly 
copies all kinds of 
originals. You can 
also photograph your 
own personal docu
ments to protect your
self against possible 
loss. 



TH E RETINA GROUND GLASS 
FOCU SIN G DEVI C E 

In many fields of photographic activity pictorial effect, impact, 
and composition, are of great importance to a really effective 
presentation of the subject. This applies to advertising and 
portraiture and to many other specialised scientific and tech
nological photographs when shape, colour, or texture have to 
be shown up. Serious pictorial landscape and architectural photo
graphs may also need very careful arrangement to make the best 
of lighting effects or the available depth of field. If you own a 
RETINA" c or III c, the Retina ground glass '}ocusing 
Device does away with time-wasting and often expensive test 
shots, for it shows all the details of the subject and permits 
focusing on the ground glass screen. You read off the distance 
and aperture figures and transfer them to the camera itself which 
now takes the place of the ground glass device. The special 
camera holder accurately positions the RETINA . With the 
R e tina ground glass '}ocusing Device the RETINA IIc or 
III c acquires all the advantages of the ground glass focusing. 
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THE RE TIN A
MICRO -ADAPT ER 
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'lbe Reti rta -7YCicro-Adapter ex
tends the scope of the RETINA to 
photomicrography, It can be used 
with any RETINA with coated 
standard lens. Doctors, chemists, 
biologists, technologists, etc" use the 
Ret i 11 a -7YCicro-Adapter to widen 
the range of their professional and 
scientific work. 

The object can be watched and 
depth of field controlled through the 
focusing eyepiece of the Ret i 11 a-
7YCicro-Adapter even during the 
actual exposure , The scale of 
reproduction is one fifth of the 
visual image so that a 5 X enlarged 
print corresponds to the enlarge-' 
ment provided by the microscope. 
But the fine definition typical of 
the RETINA lenses allows greater 
enlargements with ease . 

The aperture locking ring of the 
Retil1a-7YCicro-Adapter releases the 
coupling of shutter speed and 
aperture. 1;his is necessary because 
the camera must be used at full 
aperture. The shutter speeds can be 
easily read through a mirror, 

The locking knob secures the 
Retil1a-7YCicro-Adapler -to the eye
piece of the microscope. 

The clamping ring prevents the 
drawtube from slipping down. A 
special holder with an accessory 
shoe permits the use of the KODA
LUX L exposure meter, It fits over 
the adapter ring in place of the 
Ret i It a - :Micro -Adapter. 



THE RETINA

STEREO-ATTACHMENT 

To see correctly means to see in depth. The two healthy eyes 
of human beings see everything in three dimensions. A 3 0 
photograph is only possible if the camera "sees" with two eyes 
as well. The Ret j n a - Stereo-AttaCbment turns the "one-eyed" 
RETINA II c and III c into a stereo camera. It is a handy and 
inexpensive accessory needing neither long preparations nor 
special knowledge. 

The Re t j n a - Stereo-AttaCbment is fitted to the standard lens 
of the RETINA in a matter of seconds, making the camera 
IIsees ll in three dimensions. The attachment projects two vertical 
images on the RETINA film. These differ only in their view
points which are the same distance apart as our two eyes. 
Three-dimensional pictures are amazingly life-like. Stereo
photography is not just a matter of private pleasure, to be 
used for holiday or sports pictures; technology and science 
also make increasing use of it for demonstration. Soon 3-D pic
tures will be indispensable for most professional workers, such 
as architects, engineers, interior decorators etc. 
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THE RETINA· 
STEREO· VIEWER 

The Ret ina· Stereo-'Viewer transmits , the full 
impact of your stereo pictures, Coloured stereo 
pictures in particular (taken on Kodachrome film) 
give the viewer an impression of standing bodily 
in front of the subject, for the Ret ina - Stereo
llielver shows the subject in about natural size, 
with all the brilliance of the colours rendered in
comparably faithfully and perfectly by your 
KODACHROME film, Taking 3 D pictures in 
colour entails no extra work or expense, The 
KODAK processing station mounts 3 D KODA
CHROME transparencies in special 3 D slides 
at no extra cost (right), Naturally, you can also 
use black-and-white reversal film for taking and 
viewing 3 D pictures, 
Your holiday and travel pictures, taken with the 
RETINA \I c or \\I c and the Retina-Stereo
.Attachment, will always bring back your treasured 
memories . 
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RETINA EVER-READY CASES 
The purpose of an Ever-Ready Case is to make the 
camera always ready for action yet keep it well pro
tected. The lid must not get in the way when open, nor 
the case prevent free manipulation of the camera con
trols. The smart ever-ready case of the RETINA meets 
all these demands. When open, the lid is never in the 
way, whether the camera is held horizontally or upright, 
for it always swings downwards. It can also be re
moved altogether. Every control is freely accessible. 
Besides, the adjustable carrying straps can also be at
tachec\ to the metal carrying loops on the camera itself. 
For those who do not wish to acquire the leather ever
ready case, there is also a plastic case which equally 
protects the camera in inclement weather. 
Special cases are available for the RETINA and its 

accessories as needed for the various kinds of photo
graphic work. They carry the complete outfits 

neatly arranged in the smallest possible space. 
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KODAK FILTERS 

Quite a number of amateurs still wonder why their 

friends should bring home so much more effectiye 

pictures than they do. The secret is in the :R e t i tI a 

Colour :Filters. The various filters of the RETINA 

modify the tone reproduction of the film or achieve 

special pictorial effects . The 'U'V :Filter keeps off the 

unwelcome ultra-violet rays which abound in high 

mountains and by the sea. With the XOD..41< Pboto

flood JOllier you can take artificial light photographs all 

daylight type colour film, while the 'J<OD..4'J< Da)'light 

JOilter permits daylight photographs on artificial light 

type colour film (Kodachrome type U AU). The Pol. JOilter 

eliminates disturbing reflections from shiny surfaces. 

THE DIFFUSION DISK 

comes in useful whenever you want a soft pictorial 

effect instead of the usual sharp definition of the 

RETINA lenses . 

THE RETINA LENS HOOD 

Experienced photographers never take any photographs 

without a lens hood. They know that all light rays 

from outside the subject area must be screened off. 

In addition, the lens hood effectively protects the 

lens against rain, sand, and snow. 

Engl. N - ,705 - 11.54 rJon 
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